
Refer a Friend - Terms and conditions

We know there is no higher praise than you 
recommending us to your friends and family

The L&C Refer-a-Friend scheme (“the Promotion”) is being promoted by London and Country 
Mortgages Limited of Beazer House, Lower Bristol Road, Bath BA2 3BA (“L&C”, “we”, or “us”).

To be eligible to participate in the Promotion:

you must be resident in the UK and at least 18 years old; 
you must be the first person to refer to us someone whose details are not already entered on 
the L&C client database and who asks us to enter them when they first contact us (a “New 
Client”); 
your details must be recorded on the L&C client database at the time the New Client first 
contacts us; and
when they first contact us the New Client must give us sufficient information to enable us to 
identify you as the person who referred them.

L&C employees cannot participate in the Promotion. 

If, within six months of the date they first contact us a New Client:

uses us to submit an application for a mortgage (an “Application”); and
in relation to that Application obtains a form of mortgage offer (a “Mortgage Offer”)

we shall issue an Amazon voucher (a “Voucher”) to the value of £20.00 (twenty pounds) to you, 
subject to these Terms and Conditions.

There are no restrictions on the number of New Clients you may refer, but only one Voucher in 
respect of any Mortgage Offer will be issued.

We reserve the right not to send a Voucher if we have reason to believe that a referral has not been 
made in accordance with these Terms and Conditions, or to delay sending one while we establish the 
facts associated with a referral.

To enable us to administer and assess the Promotion your personal data will be collected, stored and 
processed.  For more information on how L&C processes personal data, please see 
https://www.landc.co.uk/about-us/privacy-statement/

We may make changes to these terms at any time and those changes will apply from the date that 
they are uploaded to the L&C website.
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